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etative Humidities
lated Grawl SPaces
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e of outdoor-air-venti-
nd to raise the temPer-

ature of tlrc ilãing, either bY means

,tf the heur on exhaust air or bY a

¡ixrr heutitr foundations must be

Jtsittnt'd to suil the system to be used.

Thi.s paper describes a number of designs thst are

thcoreticallv suitable andfor which calculqtions have been

maie and presents measured results from houses built on a

nunber of different rypes of foundations. The results from
thc culculutions and the actual measurements both indicste
tha heated foundations are also dry foundations. Even if
mo¡.rture is trapped in the structure as q result of rain
during rhe constuction period, it need not result in dam-

arye; the heated foundation system accelerates drying out.

INTRODUCTION

outward heat loss. During the summer, the openings were

unobstructed, allowing outdoor air to flow into a relatively

warm space, about 15'C.
Houses were often sited on high ground in order to

avoid clamp and mildew damage. At potential weak spots at

the junction between the building and the foundation walls'

the ãesign was such that parts that were considered to be at

risk from mildew or rot could easily be replaced'

At the end of the 1950s and beginning of the 1960s, a

new foundation design was introduced from the USA in the

form of a cast coûcrete slab on the ground, with thermal

insulation above it. Dimensions and design details were

based on the risk of condensation atrd rot' Investigations

performed at the beginning of the 1960s (Ericsson 1960)

st¡owø that the risk of conclensatiou was relatively slight'

but that pressure-impregnated sill plates or blocks should be

used as a safety precaution. This type of foundation was

predominant during the 1970s, and a very large number of
houses were built using it.

Toward the end of the 1970s, complaints of an

unpleasant smell in these houses became increasingly

cornmon. The reason for this was to be found in the growth

of mildew in the structure, with one of the areas at risk

being that of floors supported on joists resting on the

founãation slab. It was realize<l that, when designing for a

low moisture content in the structure in order to prevent

milclew, performance requirements were considerabl y more

demanding than those of the earlier criteria, which were

based on the risk of rot in wooden elements' This was one

of the reasons why the 1980s saw an increasing return to

the use of outdoor-air-ventilated crawl spaces; an improved

method of foundation was required, and history had shown

that the traditional raised cottage foundation was resist'ant to

moisture.
However, the (re)introduction of the outdoor-air-ven-

tilated crawl space dicl not cure the problem of odor

indoors. Milclew still mÂnaged to establish itself-with
resulting oclor problems-in many outcloor-air-ventilated

crawl spaces, with the result that the smell found its way

into the interior of the house, as the floor structures were

not airtight. Simplifying, there can be said to have been two

reasons for the occurrence of problems: the fact that the

criteria for a moisture-resislant building structure have

changed with time and that insufficient attention was given

in the design to the ability to withstand moisture'

We are now looking for new foundation methods that

can eliminate the risks of moisture and mildew that could

cause poor incloor air quality, which is the main problem

Until the 1950s, the most common type of foundation
us¡xJ in houses not having basements or cellars was the

tra¡litional raised cottage foundation. The principle of this
r¡rs that the ground floor of the house was supported on
low walls that were themselves carried on 'conventional'
foundations: the supporting walls enclosed the space beneath
the ground floor, which was high enough to allow access by
crawling. A feature of this was relatively poor thermal
rn-sulation of the structure of the joists and floor above the
crawl space. The floor was also seldom airtight and
therefore permitted the exchange of air between the interior
of the house and the crawl space. In addition, the footing of
thc central chimney and hreplace structure was often
tounded on the ground in the crawl space, thus providing a

ccrtain amount of heat input to the crawl space during the
hcating season. At this time, too, the ventilation openings,
or airbricks, in the perimeter walls were blocked, with
snow shovel"d up against the walls and reducing the
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with crawl spaces in Sweden. One such design is provided
by the heated crawl space, ventilated by indoor air. The
objective of this project has been to provide theoretical and
practical evaluation of the performance of this type of
foundation design.

OPERATATTNG PR¡NCIPLE
OF HEATED FOIJNDATIONS

ln this paper, the term heated foundations refers to
foundations in which a space or material is actively heated
in order to ensure a dry structure. Heating may be effectecl
either by ventilation, using warm indoor air, or by sup-
plying heat from a heat source. The principle of an indoor-
air-ventilated heated foundation is shown in Figure l.

This project has concentrated particularly on foun-
dation designs in which a heated, ventilated air space has

been created beneath the lowermost joist structure, with this
air space also being used for heating the building.

The principle of a heated foundation is that it must be

o insulated from the ground and around the perimeter
walls, preferably on the outside of the perimeter walls;

. airtight, in order to avoid uncontrolled ventilation;
o at negative pressure with respect to the interior of the

building, in order to prevent the ingress of radon to the
building;

. desig¡ed to minimize thermal bridges in the structure.

ÎHEORETICAL CALCUL/\T¡ONS
OF EXPECTED MO¡STURT CONDITIONS
IN CRÂ'rvL SPACES

It is relatively easy to provide a qualitative explanation
of why the relative humidity in a conventional outdoor-
air-ventilated crawl space will be high during the summer,
solely as a result of the external air humidity. In an out-
door-air-ventilated crawl space that is continuously ven-
tilated, the temperature only varies slightly from an average
annual temperature. The temperature in the crawl space is,

Indool'air

Fígure 1 The principle of an indoor-air-ventilated
heated foundation.

therefore, also relatively low, about l0'C (50'F) during the
summer. Raising the temperature in the crawl spacc
provides a simple means of dealing with the problem of
high relative humidities.

Hagentoft (1992) has calculated the temperature and
relative humidity in an outdoor-air-ventilated crawl spacc
and in a warm-air-ventilated crawl space (see Figurc 2.¡.

The crawl spaces are situated in the middle of Sweden.
Outdoor temperature and relative humidity are shown in
Figure 3. For the outdoor-air-ventilate¡l crawl space, thc
design parameters have been a modest increase in thc
absolute humidity of l.l0 kg/m3 (mass of water/unit
volume of air, or = 0.83 g/kg mass of water/mass of dr¡.
air) in the air in the crawl space compared to the outdo<¡r
air. This 'moisture input" varies with the air change rate in
the crawl space and with how well the moisture insulation
on the ground and around the perimeter walls is made. A
moisture input of l. l0 kg/m3 (0.83 g/kg) should be reason-
able in a well-designed crawl space. Thermal insulation is

placed on the ground to reduce the effects ofheat exchange.

The air change rate in the crawl space has been 1.4 ach.

The warm-air-ventilated crawl space is relatively
modestly insulated against the ground and around thc
perimeter wall, with the perimeter wall being both intemal-
ly and externally insulated. The air change rate has been set

at 0.4 ach, using indoor air. The moisture input to thc

crawl space, or rightly to the indoor air, is 3'10 kg/m3
(2.49 glkg). Studies made by Harderup (1983) show that

the moisture input to the incloor air varies between 2-4'ß3
tg/m3 lt.oO-3.32gkg) in an ordinary dwelling.

The calculated results (see Figure 4) are expressed as

mean weekly values. For the outdoor-air-ventilate<l crawl
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100

Schemqtic representation of the outdoor-air-

ventiloted and itùoor-air-ventiløed crawl

spaces used in the cslculations (Hagentoft

1ee2).

Outdoor-air-ventilated

Temperature and moisture ratios

measured using Pt 100 sensors, and

ments were made bY means of
betwe€n two electrical contacts. A
an hourly recorcl of measurements' The values recorded by

the dataiogger were those obtained during the last five

minutes of each hour.
Before installing the instruments, they were calibrated

in a climate chamber- Measurements were checked halfway

through the measurement periocl, using calibrate<l instru-

mentsl The values shown are those of the calibrated and

corrected values.

DESCRTPTTON OF THE
BUILDINGS ¡ISYESTIGATED

Four different buildings were investigated' Three of

them hacl heated foundations, ancl one had a conventional

crawl space with a dehumidifier' The crawl space area

varies between 80 and 130 m2 (861 and 1,399 ft2)'

space, the temPerature varies ) and

ii.s"'c (57.0;F) and the rel 677o

ar¡d 93 7, cluring the Year' ilated

crawl space, the corresponding values are 16'4oC (61'5'F)

to 18.4'C (65.1'F) and 43 Vo to 83Vo' The results of the

c¡lculations show that the heated crawl space is consi-

derably wanner and dryer than the outdoor-air-ventilated

crawl þace. Temperature and relative humidity conditions

also vary considerablY less'

ÌIEASURTMEÑTS

Conditions in four different buildings have been

investigated, measuring temperature, relative humidity' and

moisture ratio over a Year.
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The LidköPing Heoted Found¡tlon

The Lidköping house shown in Figure 5 is a single-

story building ihat rasts on a beated crawl space' The heat

in th" 
"rawtþace 

is also used to heat the building' The

joist structure above the crawl space is completely uninsu-

iated, with thermal insulation being applied to the ground

beneath the crawl space and to the peripheral walls'

Heating ar¡d ventilation of the crawl space is arranged

by discharg-ing the exhaust air from the house to a hester in

lndoor-air-v entilated
20
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of I g/m3 '

and in the indoor-air-ventilated crawl space, with a moisture input of 3 g/mr (Hagentofi 1992)'
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Exhaust air from house to
crawl space

hea[er

Heal punrp Exhaust air from crawl space,
approx. 0.2 air changes/h

Distribu¡ion ducr

Discharge ducts at 1000 mlì.ì cenrres

¿ ,!4

^-+ heater

ø H;.;led air to cra\\'l space

Recirculation air

Figure 5 The heatedfoundation of the Lidköping house.

the crawl space. The heater raises the air temperature to

35-45'C (95-113 "F) before blowing it into the crawl space.

Heat for the heater is provided by an exhaust-air heat
pump. In addition, some of the air is recirculated in order
to achieve a higher airflow rate with an even excessive air
temperature in the crawl space.

The Vettanda Heated Foundation
The Vetlanda house shown in Figure 6 is a single-story

building. It is set on a heated foundation, the warmth from
which is also used for heating the building. The floor
structure is uninsulated, with thermal insulation being
applied to the ground and to the peripheral walls.

A slight negative pressure is maintained in the crawl
space by an exhaust fan. Air from the interior of the house
finds its way down into the crawl space through small gaps

around the periphery of the extemal wall. The ventilation
air change rate in the crawl space is about 0.2 ach.

Heating and air circulation in the crawl space are
provided by a heater installed in the center of the space. Air
is heated and discharged via ducts to the perimeter, where
ducts cast into the concrete peripheral wall distribute the air
to outlets spaced around it.

The Kungälv Heated Found¡tíon
The Kungãlv house shown in Figure 7 is a single-story

builcling. It has a heated crawl space, which is also used to

heat the building. The floor structure is uninsulated.

À --#

Figure 6 The Vetlanda heated fourulation.

The indoor temperature is controlled by means of a

floor heating system. Heating pipes buried in the layer of
sand on the bottom of the crawl space allow heat to be
store<l at off-peak times for use at other periods.

This foundation was essentially designed for no
ventilation at all, but a fan extracts a modest airflow from
the crawl space in order to maintain a slight negative
pressure with respect to the indoor air.

The crawl space is heated by circulating hot water
through pipes in the layer of sand on top of the foamed
plastic insulation. This is done at times of cheap off-peak
electricity, i.e., during the night. The layer of sand serves
as a heat store, releasing its heat during the day. By starting
up the heating system at an early stage of construction,
before the floor above the crawl space has been built, the
temperature of the layer of sand can be raised and quickly
dry out any residual building moisture.

The Hultalors Del¡umídifíed Crawt Space

The Hultafors house shown in Figure 8 is a 1tÁ-story
building. It was originally supported on a conventional,
outdoor-air-ventilated unheated crawl space, but this was
subsequently modiflied to produce an unventilated crawl
space. The floor structure above the crawl space is fully
insulated.

The crawl space is dehumidified by means of an

absorption dehumidifier. The dehumidifier is installed in the
northwest corner of the building, with the air being cir-
culated through it and discharged through a duct to the

4

Electric $'aler healer

Vy'ater heating circsit

Sand
Dr¡, air fronr dchunlitlil-icr

Fígure 8 The Hulraþrs crawl space foundation.

Dehunlidifier Air f¡tur crarll spacc lrr

deh u nridi iìc rMoist air from
dehumidifler

Fìgure 7 The Kungdlv heated foundation.
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MEASURTD RESULTS

DTSCUSSION

Actual conditions in the three heated foundations differ

frorn ih" theoretical conditions in that their temperatures are

"oîr,'ii tol"F) higher, i'e',2o-25"c(68-77'F) due to

additional heat input' ft'L -"*t that relative humidity is

also somewhat lower' ut " 
u^lu" of about 50-60% during

the summe.r, as against a theoretical value of 70-80%' It is

therefore of more interest to investigate the moisture input

," tf* l**f space relative to the indoor air'

InthecaseoftheLidköpingfoun<lation,themoisture
input'to-tfr" foundation space'rel-"tive to that of the indoor

air amounted to abouf t's'toj tg/m3 1t '25 glkg) during
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the early parts of the summer. This difference coulcl be
explained by the fact that the indoor air measurements were
made in a clothes storeroom. The exhaust air also contained
air from the bathroom. The other two crawl spaces exhibit
a certain inertia in responding to variations in the vapor
concentration of the outdoor air, which is to be expected as
the ventilation air change rate in the crawl spaces is limited.
Nevertheless, the moisture input in all cases is low.

The results of the moisture ratio measurements, which
are not presented here, also indicate the same tendency

oc Air temperature

-

.li

toward low values overall, of less than 0.15 kg/kg (0.15
lb/lb). An exception w¡rs a measurement point in the
Kungälv foundation, in the vicinity of which a water leak
had occurred. This resulted in the moisture ratio rising in
thâvicinity of the edge of the floor structure to 0.22-0.24
kglkg (0.22-0.24 lbllb). After the warer leak hact been
repaired, the moisture ratio fell within one to two months.

In the fourth crawl space, which is not really a heate<l
foundation at all, the air has been only dehumidified. The
abso¡ption dehumidifi er has provide<l relatively goocl control
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of the climate to the required level of about 50% RH.

During the summer, energy use for dehumidification

amounted to about 6-7 k'tWh per day, re<lucing to con-

siderably less (about 1.5-Z'5 k'Wh/day) during the winter.

Note that the measured indoor temPeratures in all cases

should be interpreted with some care, as we had to make

our meåsurements in rooms in the houses that were isolated

from day-to-day activities. It has not, therefore, been

possible for the measurements to respond to rapid tempera-

ture changes resulting from user habits or insulation.

CONCLUSIONS

Both the theoretical calculations and the practical

measurements show that it is possible to produce a mois-

ture-resistant founclation having a stable climate throughout

the year. This could be done by warming the crawl space

provided that it is

intended to be warmed by provision of thermal in-

sulation against the ground and around the peripheral

walls and by the elimination of thermal bridges,

. airtight,
o put under a slight negative pressure.

The risk of mildew growth in the foundation, with

resulting risk of the spread of odor to the indoor air, can

therefore largely be eliminated.
The measurements that we made also indicate that the

foundation design is relatively tolerant to water leakage and

resiclual building moisture. Moisture dries out relatively

rapidly.
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